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CRREL’s Ice Jam Database and website was created in 1992 and currently 
contains over 15,500 ice jam entries. It was established to integrate current 
information related to ice jams and ice jam flooding potential across the United 
States, to provide links to technical assistance available from the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, and to serve as a repository for historic ice events dating back 
to 1780.  The site offers technical information on river ice safety, causes and 
possible solutions to ice jam flooding, ice guides, ice jam data collection 
information, and a variety of ice jam-related bulletins and reports.  Real-time river 
conditions may be viewed via webcam links on certain historically jam-
challenged rivers in various US locations. Links updated daily, or frequently, 
include NOAA/NOHRSC’s nationwide snow depth and snow water equivalent 
maps, and NWS Alaska-Pacific River Forecast Center’s snow depth, river ice 
thickness, and river ice breakup maps. The Ice Jam Database interactive map is 
linked directly to the database records and displays the location and status of 
current and historic jams in real-time.  Events in the database can be queried by 
location using the interactive map or through text-based queries by selecting any 
of the ice jam entry parameters (river name, state, city, year, jam type, damages, 
gage station, Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC).  The results from both query methods 
are displayed on-screen and are exportable in a variety of data formats (comma-
delimited CSV files, tab- and tilde-delimited files, and/or GIS shapefiles). The 
database was recently migrated to an Oracle database and the Web-accessible 
application was re-coded as an Oracle Application Express (APEX) application.   
The focus of this report will be to provide an introduction to the Ice Jam Database 
and Web-accessible application, and to describe the details of database and 
application navigation. 



 
1.  Introduction  
 
The Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) Clearinghouse and Ice Jam 
Database (IJDB), has entered its 15th year of nationwide ice jam documentation.  The IJDB was 
initiated in 1992 after CRREL researchers recognized that the lack of systematically compiled 
data on ice events hampered effective ice jam emergency response and hindered research and 
development in the areas of ice processes (White, et al., 2007).  The IJDB website comprises two 
components: the Clearinghouse and the Oracle Database with a Web-accessible interactive map 
and query tools.   
 
The Clearinghouse provides links to a wide variety of information regarding and relating to ice 
jams.  Examples of links include Technical Resources and Reports, Flooding Conditions and 
Flood Outlooks, Ice and Snow Maps and Reports, Webcams, Ice Safety Instruction including a 
video of how to survive a fall through an ice cover, and a variety of real-time, recent, and historic 
information related to meteorological and hydrologic conditions courtesy of National Weather 
Service (NWS), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National 
Operational Hydrologic Remote Sensing Center (NOHRSC) among other agencies.  
 
The Database’s more than 15,500 ice jam event entries, include historical events, those witnessed 
and reported in newspapers, television, internet, and near real-time events reported by the NWS.  
An ice event can be described by the broad definition used by the International Association for 
Hydraulic Research: “An accumulation of ice at a given location which, in a river, restricts the 
flow of water” (Starosolszky, 1977) (White, 1996).  The database is useful not only as a 
centralized record of ice events, but also for the many potential applications of the information, 
including rapid identification of potential ice jam stages, flooded areas, and mitigation methods 
at some known ice jam locations (White, Eames 1999).  Information about events in the database 
is obtained via text-based or map-based queries of the database through a Web-accessible 
application.   
 
Staff at the Remote Sensing/GIS Center of Expertise have recently migrated the IJDB from a 
system where data are stored as a series of system directories and HTML files to a spatially-
enabled Oracle database.   The Web-based application used for viewing and querying the data in 
the IJDB has been re-coded from PHP to Oracle Application Express (APEX).  This migration to 
an Oracle database and application development environment was performed to expand the 
accessibility of data in the IJDB, promote connectivity between this database and other Corps 
databases, and increase distribution of data and information to stakeholders and the general 
public.  The underlying database format and configuration will permit robust data storage, 
seamless data sharing, and open-source data acquisition and distribution.  The database structure 
and Web-accessible application are consistent with Federal and Corps Enterprise Architecture 
guidance.  An introduction to the IJDB and an overview of how data are accessed and displayed 
will be the focus of this report.   
 
Access to the new Oracle database is via the “Access the Ice Jam Database” hyperlink found on 
the left side bar under “Home” on the Clearinghouse Homepage, found on the Web at 
http://www.crrel.usace.army.mil/icejams/.   



2.  The New Oracle Database—What’s the same as the original IJDB? 
 
Currently, the Clearinghouse Homepage and the new Database Homepage have links in 
common, directing users to the same locations (figures 1 and 2): 

1. Flood Conditions and Flood Outlook 
2. Ice and Snow Maps and Products 
3. Related Links 
4. Technical Resources 
5. Web Camera Links (Clearinghouse) 

Web Camera Images (new Database) 
      6.   Text Query 
      7.   Map View and Query 

 
Figure 1. New Oracle Database Homepage 

 



 
 

Figure 2. Clearinghouse Homepage.  Numbers 6 and 7  
will be replace with the “Access the Ice Jam Database” hyperlink 

 
 

 



 
3. Ice Map Views 
 
The IJDB map displays ice jams occurring during the current water year (October—September), 
with a star placed at the jam location (Figure 3), and the location name when zoomed close 
enough.  Jam type is indicated by the color of the stars: red—causing flooding, blue—frozen in 
place, yellow—freeze up, pink—breakup, no flooding, and green—the jam has released.  This 
layer may be queried. 
 
Historic jams are represented by colored boxes, based on the number of jams occurring at that 
location; small yellow—one jam, medium yellow—2 to 5 jams, orange—5 to10 jams, red—more 
than 10 jams (Figure 4).  Once magnified with zoom option sufficiently, the actual number of 
jams is displayed on the map in addition to the colored box (Figure 5).  This layer may also be 
queried. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Jam types and locations of current water year as of 24 April 2007 

 



 
Figure 4. Location of historic jams, dating back to 1780 

 

 
Figure 5. Historic jams along the South Dakota/Minnesota border. 

At this level of magnification, the number of jams is displayed. 



 
4. Map-Based Query 
 
The Map View is accessed by selecting the “Map View and Query” tab on the top right banner of 
the database homepage. The IJDB may be queried directly from the Map View, by zooming in to 
the area of interest, selecting the map utility identify (“i”) button, selecting the query layer 
(Current or Historic Ice Jams) which appears when identify button is selected (Figure 6), and 
clicking the star to query. A brief query result will populate the lower right space (Figure 7).  
Selecting “View” next to “View Complete Info” will open a new window containing all the 
information regarding that jam (Figure 8).  If visuals or reports accompany the data, they may be 
viewed by selecting the visuals/reports hyperlinks (Figure 9).  

 

 
Figure 6.  Map based query: zoom, select identify ”i” 

button, and “current ice jams” layer 

 
Figure 7.  Query result: star selected using “i” button, 

 result displayed lower right 



 

 
Figure 8.  Detailed query result (selecting “View” in Figure 7) 



 

 
Figure 9. “Visual” selected from detailed query result 

 
It is not unusual for more than one jam to occur in the same location in the same water year.  
These jams may be missed if the user’s view is not magnified enough.  An example of this can 
be seen in Figures 6 and 7.  Note the yellow star in Michigan.  When zoomed in close enough, a 
second star can be seen (Figure 10).  The application will note the location of each jam, hence 2 
“Big Rapids” appear on the map.  
 

 
Figure 10. Two jams in the same location during the same water year 

can be seen if the user’s view is magnified enough 
 



5.  Text-Based Query 
 
The IJDB may also be queried based on a variety of text-based parameters.  The pull-down 
menus contain all the states, cities, and rivers currently in the database.  Once a state is chosen, 
the cities and rivers of that state will populate those pull-down menus.  Queries can also be based 
on (USGS) station numbers, HUCs, jam types, current jam conditions, and those parameters 
listed in “optional” pull-down menu.  Date ranges can be chosen as an additional filter by using 
the calendars to the right of “start” and “end” dates.  Jam records exist from 1780 to the present; 
however, to query prior to 1921, the date will have to be hand-entered into the text boxes in a 
DD-MON-YYYY format.   
 
Figure 11 displays the result of a text query for “DE”: all jams recorded occurring in Delaware. 
The result shows one jam in Wilmington on 14 February 1948. 
 

 
 

Figure 11. Text-based query (left) and result (right) for jams in database 
located in DE (Delaware) 



6. New Features of the Map View 
 

 Base Data Options: 
Roads, railroads, places, and 109th Congressional Districts are layers available at most 
map scales.  Hydrologic Unit Codes (HUCs), postal zip codes, landmarks, and recreation 
areas become available layers as zoom level increases (Figures 12 and 13). 

 Imagery options: 
Blue Marble Global MODIS, Ortho Imagery, TeraServer DRG, NEXRAD Radar, Natural 
Vue (15m), USGS Gulf/Atlantic Mosaic (0.5m) 

 Historic Jams: number of jams per location displayed on map at appropriate scale 
 Multiple Legends displayed based on layers selected and zoom level 
 Hand Pan Tool provides easier navigation 

 
 
7. New Map Tools 
 

 Distance Measurement: 
The distance between points clicked is displayed in kilometers, for each segment and the 
total distance.   

 Area Measurement: 
The area of a polygon described by the user is displayed in square kilometers. 

 Printable Map: 
Once the user has created the map desired, using all the options and tools available, the 
map may be printed by selecting the “print” icon. 

 
 
8. Home Page Red Banner 
 

 Summaries:  
A list of summaries available, such as “Number of Events Ranked by State”, may be 
selected and may also be sorted by any of the parameters within that report.  For instance, 
the total number of ice events can be listed by the most to the least number, or 
alphabetically by state, in ascending or descending order. 

 Terminology: 
A list of “Multilingual Ice Terminology” published by the Research Centre for Water 
Resources Budapest in 1980, is displayed. 

  
 

 



 
Figure 12.  Hydrologic Unit Code (HUCs) layer, with name and number displayed 

 
 

 
Figure 13. Zip Code and Congressional District layers 

 



 
Figure 14.  Two freeze-up jams in Idaho overlay Ortho Imagery 

 
 
9. Summary 
 
As of 1 June 2007, the new Oracle Ice Jam Database was made public. Access to the database is 
available on the Clearinghouse Homepage found on the Web at 
http://www.crrel.usace.army.mil/icejams/. “Access the Ice Jam Database” link on the left below 
“Home” will bring the user to the new database.  The new Oracle application will improve data 
accessibility and provide connectivity between this and other Corps databases, and allow for the 
increased distribution of ice jam data and information to emergency response personnel, 
researchers, and the general public.  Hyperlinks to ice jam information, such as Technical 
Resources and Flood Conditions and Outlook, and Ice and Snow Maps, Web Camera images and 
all other products are accessible on both the Clearinghouse Homepage and the Ice Jam Database 
Homepage. The map- and text-based querying capabilities remain, but are much more user-
friendly and informational.  Multiple map layers, utilities, and imagery options give the user a 
wide variety of options to capture and portray the data of interest to them, as well as a variety of 
exportable data formats.   
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